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Abstract: The selection of power distribution components is of great importance in electrical facilities. Cable and busbar systems are widely used applications, such as electric vehicle charge stations, microgrids and energy storage systems, for power distribution in the distribution grid. In this study, the current distribution on the parallel conductors and magnetic field distributions around cable and busbar structures is evaluated for studied application where the power is distributed using a cable system between a converter transformer and a converter. All modeling and analyzes are conducted using ANSYS Electronics Suite software, by applying balanced and pure sinusoidal current excitation. Obtained results show that, when the busbar system is installed for power distribution, current distribution between parallel conductors is decreased to the negligible level, and the calculated magnetic field density is about 73.7% lower than the cable system.
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1. Introduction

Cable and busbar systems are widely used in the distribution of electrical energy at low voltage levels to the end user. Depending on the application, these systems have pros and cons compared to each other. Especially, in distribution systems where high current values are carried by using many parallel cables together, various electrical and physical problems occur. Some of these problems are given as follows: the decrease in the current carrying capacity of cables installed in parallel as explained in IEC 60364-5-52 standard [1], additional power losses caused by skin and proximity effect, unbalanced loading of cables with respect to each other, magnetic field pollution around the system, difficulty of connecting cable terminals and necessity of the adjustment of most effective phase sequence can be given.

Among these negative aspects of systems with many parallel cables, especially the unbalanced loading of the cables is important for an efficient operation and sustainability of the system. The current distribution on the conductors in parallel cable systems may differ depending on the number and sequence of parallel phases, the layout of the cables, the distance between the cables and the grounding condition of the shield and armor of the cable used. Some of these negative features, which occur in cable systems, can be minimized by using busbar structures. Considering these negativities, detailed analyzes at the design stage of the systems provide advantages in terms of operability and sustainability of the enterprises.

In literature, there are many studies, which investigate the current distributions on the conductors in systems with many parallel cables, and the phase sequences are examined to reduce the imbalance [2-4].
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these studies, three-phase, three and four-wire cable layouts were examined, and current imbalances of up to 119% were determined depending on the number of parallel cables per phase and cable layout. In addition, the temperature levels of cables in parallel cable systems [5], current distributions in cables in the case of loading with harmonic currents [6], phase sequence configurations for reducing magnetic fields in cable systems [7] and calculation of current distributions using finite element method [8] are investigated. In the studies carried out, it has been observed that the current imbalance between the conductors increase up to 263% depending on the number of parallel cables per phase and frequency, especially operating in harmonic current conditions.

Renewable energy (wind, solar, etc.) systems are one of the application areas that are faced with an unbalanced load situation in parallel cables. In these systems, the increase of the converter power results in an increase in the number of parallel cables required on the low voltage side of the transformers to which they are connected. At this point, busbar systems are an important alternatives to reduce the negative effects of currents with high frequency harmonic components.

Busbar systems offer lower electrical voltage drop and higher short-circuit strength characteristics when compared to cable distribution systems. In addition, owing to its metal body, they have high mechanical strength, high IP protection degree and cooling capacity. In literature, there are numerous studies where short circuit simulations are carried out [9, 10], temperature changes are examined by both simulation and experimental methods [11, 12], power losses [13] and thermal and electrodynamic forces are calculated [14] for busbar systems. However, it is observed that studies, which are comparing busbar and cable systems in terms of electrical parameters, are very limited.

In this study, it is aimed to determine the electrical performance of busbar systems and to evaluate their applicability for an application where high current values are carried with parallel cable systems. For this purpose, the current distributions on the conductors and the magnetic field intensities around the distribution systems are compared by means of electromagnetic analyses for both cable and busbar structures for the application under study. The investigated application was modeled in 1:1 scale and analyzed using ANSYS Electronics Suite software. Obtained results were compared and commented in detail.

In this context, economic criteria is another parameter that determines the feasibility of cable and busbar structures. In an economic analysis to be made for this purpose, in addition to the costs of the cable/busbar elements, the labor costs in the installation process and the additional costs related to the operating period should be taken into consideration. Due to the length of the distribution system to be established, the architectural structure in the environment, where the distribution system to be installed, the protection class, environmental effects and other similar parameters must be taken into account. The content of the economic analysis is not included in this study.

2. Calculation of current and magnetic field distributions

In alternating current carrying conductor systems, the skin and proximity effects have a significant role on the current distribution between the conductors. The skin effect causes the increase in the current density in regions close to the conductor surface. However, the proximity effect causes disruption in homogeneity of current distribution in the conductor, depending on the phase sequence and the position of the conductor with other conductors.

Considering the basic conductor system, which consists only two single core cables, alternating current resistance and related coefficients are calculated as given below. The resistance value of a conductor in alternating current is expressed as the sum of the resistance value of this conductor in direct current and
the resistance values due to skin and proximity effect, as given in Eq. (1).

\[ R_{ac} = R_{dc} \cdot (1 + y_s + y_p) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here; \( R_{ac} \), \( R_{dc} \), \( y_s \) and \( y_p \) are alternating current resistance, direct current resistance, skin effect coefficient and proximity effect coefficient, respectively. Direct current resistance of a conductor could be calculated as in Eq. (2), by means of resistivity \( \rho \), length \( l \), and cross-sectional area \( S \) of the conductor.

\[ R_{dc} = \frac{\rho \cdot l}{S} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The skin effect coefficient \( y_s \) is given by

\[ y_s = \frac{X_s^4}{192 + 0.8X_s^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where,

\[ X_s = \sqrt{\frac{8\pi f}{R_{dc}}} \cdot 10^{-7}k_p \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Similarly, the proximity effect coefficient \( y_p \) is given by

\[ y_p = \frac{X_p^4}{192 + 0.8X_p^2} \left( \frac{D_i}{a} \right)^2 . 2.9 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

and

\[ X_p = \sqrt{\frac{8\pi f}{R_{dc}}} \cdot 10^{-7}k_p \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( f \) is the supply frequency, \( D_i \) is the diameter of conductor, and \( a \) is the distance between conductor axes. Values for \( k_s \) and \( k_p \) are obtained from IEC 60287-1-1:2014 international standard \[15\].

These equations get more complicated in systems with large number of parallel cables. For this reason, computer software using various mathematical methods provides a significant advantage by offering solutions with high accuracy in a very short time in systems that include a large number of conductors.

Within the impedance matrix formed for conductors in multiconductor systems, a difference occurs in the values of the matrix elements due to the skin and proximity effects. As a result, an imbalance occurs in the current distribution between the conductors. The amount of this imbalance varies depending on the phase sequence of the conductors as well as the screen and armor properties of the cables.

3. Modeling of the analyzed cable and busbar system

The application examined in this study is a distribution system, which provides power from the double-secondary transformer to a power converter. The transformer used in this application is a three-phase, 34.5/2x0.4kV, 50Hz transformer with Dy11y11 connected windings. The rectifier fed from the secondary side of this transformer draws 2953A current per phase. In the current application, 9 parallel cables are used for each phase in each low voltage winding of the transformer. A total of 54 cables were used, 27 of which are in each secondary winding.
of the transformer. Each cable used has a cross section of 240mm$^2$. The distance between the output terminals of the low voltage windings of the transformer and the input terminals of the converter is 10 m. The single line diagram of the application examined is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Single line diagram of the application.](image)

In this study, it is aimed to compare both the current distribution in parallel conductors and the magnetic field values around the conductors in cases where the energy distribution on the secondary side of the transformer is provided using cable system or busbar system.

First, the existing cable application was modeled, and electromagnetic field analysis of this layout was performed. As a result, the current distributions on the conductors and the load imbalances between the parallel cables are determined. In addition, an analysis of electromagnetic field distributions occurring around cable layouts is performed.

Then, design and analysis are carried out for the case of performing the same application using busbars. The obtained results are compared with the cable system. For both applications, it is assumed that the current flowing through the conductors is pure sinusoidal and has no harmonic content.

Maxwell module of ANSYS Electronics Suite software, which provides a solution using finite element method, was used in the modeling and analysis stages of investigated cable and busbar systems. In cable and busbar models, the current carrying conductors of both systems are defined as copper material and the outer body of the busbar module as aluminum material. As the insulation material of the cables, XLPE and PVC material has been defined. The electrical conductivity and magnetic permeability values for these components are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Material parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Place used</th>
<th>Electrical conductivity (S/m)</th>
<th>Relative permeability (H/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annealed copper</td>
<td>Cable and bus conductor</td>
<td>58000000</td>
<td>0.999991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>Busbar frame</td>
<td>36000000</td>
<td>1.000021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLPE</td>
<td>Cable insulation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>Cable cover</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Cable system

In investigated application, each phase winding of each secondary circuit of the double-secondary transformer is connected to the rectifier using 9 parallel cables. Each of the cables has a 240 $mm^2$ cross section area and includes a copper conductor with XLPE insulation and has been installed as unarmored and unshielded. Physical and electrical properties for this cable are obtained from the manufacturer’s catalogue\(^1\) and are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Physical and electrical properties of the cable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable parameters</th>
<th>Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable type</td>
<td>N2XY 240 mm(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current carrying capacity</td>
<td>750 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductor diameter (copper)</td>
<td>18.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation (XLPE)</td>
<td>21.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover (PVC)</td>
<td>25.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>0.075 Ω/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactance</td>
<td>0.0795 Ω/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{cw}$ (1 sn)</td>
<td>34.32 kA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phase sequence of 27 cables, which constitute each secondary circuit of the transformer, and their placement according to each other are shown in Figure 2. Accordingly, one cable of each phase is placed side by side with the L1, L2, L3 phase sequence to form a system. Establishing nine systems formed with this phase sequence as shown in Figure 2, each secondary circuit of the transformer connected to the converter is formed.

Here, each cable is modeled with an impedance with its own resistance and self-inductance within the excitation circuit. The mutual inductance of the cables against each other is calculated by the software. The phase current with an effective value of 2953 A is modeled with a sinusoidal current source and is applied to nine parallel systems. Phase currents applied to three phases are balanced and symmetrical, and there is also 120\(^\circ\) phase difference between them.

The excitation circuit created for only one phase of each secondary circuit of the transformer in the electromagnetic simulation study is shown in Figure 3.

The current carrying capacity of the cable used in the application is given by the manufacturer as 750 A for the installation of the cable in the air and operating temperature of 30\(^\circ\)C. When calculated according to the reduction factors specified in the IEC 60364-5-52 standard, the total current carrying capacity for 9 parallel cables is given by the manufacturer as 750 A for the installation of the cable in the air and operating temperature of 30\(^\circ\)C. When calculated according to the reduction factors specified in the IEC 60364-5-52 standard, the total current carrying capacity for 9 parallel cables.

One secondary circuit of the transformer in cable structure.

Figure 2.

Excitation circuit of single phase of a secondary circuit in cable structure.

Figure 3.

cables is obtained as 3375A [1]. Accordingly, it is seen that the existing cable layout in practice is suitable in terms of current carrying capacity.

3.2. Busbar system

The distribution system used in this studied application has been redesigned using the busbar structure to make various comparisons. All analyses have been made for the busbar structure to determine the current distribution between the conductors and the electromagnetic field that occurs around the conductors.

In this study, comparisons and evaluations are made for replacing the existing cable application with the commercially available busbar module structure. In the selection of the busbar module, the total cross-sectional area used in the cable system has been considered. The total conductor cross-sectional area of the cables with
9 pieces of 240mm$^2$ cross section per phase used in each secondary circuit of the cable application is calculated as 2160mm$^2$. The busbar type, closest to this cross-sectional area, has a cross-sectional area of 2400mm$^2$ per phase with a current carrying capacity of 5000A. For this reason, copper conductor EAE E-Line KX 5000 A CU busbar modules with a current carrying capacity of 5000A and a cross-sectional area of 2400mm$^2$ for one phase were used in each of the secondary circuits of the transformer.

The physical and electrical properties of the selected busbar are given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Busbar parameters</th>
<th>Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conductor type</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current carrying capacity</td>
<td>5000 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductor cross section</td>
<td>2400 mm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body material</td>
<td>Aluminum (per phase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>0.008 Ω/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactance</td>
<td>0.004 Ω/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icw (1 sn)</td>
<td>120 kA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is calculated that there is an approximate 11% difference between the conductor cross-section constituting one phase of the selected busbar module and the total conductor cross-section of 9 parallel cables forming a phase in the current application. Depending on the cross-section value, the conductor resistance and the power losses in the conductor are affected. Power losses and the effects of thermal conditions are not examined in this study. For this reason, it is not taken into account to use a correction factor to eliminate the effect of cross-sectional difference in the results obtained regarding the current distribution between parallel conductors.

In forming each secondary circuit of the transformer, two busbar modules are installed in parallel. Each busbar module has four copper conductors, three of which are phase conductors and one neutral conductor. The phase sequences and the locations of the busbar modules and conductors used in each secondary circuit are given in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](https://example.com/image.png)  
*Figure 4. One secondary circuit of the transformer in busbar structure.*

The excitation circuit created for only one phase of a secondary circuit of the transformer is shown in Figure 5. Each busbar conductor is modeled within the excitation circuit as an impedance with its own

---

Figure 5. Excitation circuit of single phase of a secondary circuit in busbar structure.

resistance. The mutual inductance of the busbars against each other is calculated by the software. The phase current with an effective value of 2953A is modeled with a current source and is applied to two parallel busbar conductors. Phase currents applied to three phases are balanced and symmetrical, and there is also 120° phase difference between them.

4. Current distribution analysis

In the analysis, the conductor temperatures in the cable and busbar structure were accepted as 90°C, and the body temperature in the busbar structure as 50°C. The current waveform with 2953A effective value and 50 Hz frequency applied to phase conductors in all analyzes is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Applied current for cable and busbar systems during analysis studies.
4.1. Results of the current distribution on the cable system

The current flowing over each cable was determined with the analysis performed for the existing cable layout. As a result of the analysis studies, difference of the current values between secondary circuits is obtained in negligible level. Therefore, the calculated current values of parallel cables in only one circuit are given in Figure 7.

Calculated results show that the currents vary between 297.38A and 350.49A in a three-phase system, which corresponds to 17% imbalance between parallel cables. This difference mainly occurs due to the effect of mutual inductance between the conductors as well as skin and proximity effects. Amount of this difference depends on the factors such as the distance between cables, phase sequences, whether the cable shielded or not, whether the shield is grounded or not, etc. Analyzed cable system was modeled depending on the application as summarized in Figure 1.

![Graph showing current waveforms and distributions between parallel cables](image)

**Figure 7.** (a) Current waveforms. (b) Current distributions between parallel cables.
4.2. Results of the current distribution on the busbar system

As a result of the analysis studies, the current distribution between busbar conductors is shown in Figure 8. Obtained results show that the current imbalances calculated in cable application are not observed in the busbar structure. It is seen that the factors that create current imbalance in the cable system are not effective due to the fact that the design and analysis of the busbar structure consists of two parallel busbar modules, and these modules are located close to each other. The results show that the currents flowing from the phase conductors of the two parallel busbar modules used in each secondary circuit of the transformer are equally distributed.

Figure 8. (a) Current waveforms. (b) Current distributions between parallel busbar conductors.

5. Electromagnetic field analysis

According to the Biot-Savart law, magnetic fields occur around current carrying conductors. In literature, it is stated that these magnetic fields have some negative effects on the health of human beings. To minimize these effects, limit values for electromagnetic fields have been determined and documented by ICNIRP. Accordingly, for the 50Hz network frequency, the highest magnetic field intensity values that can be encountered for public areas and occupational areas are specified as 0.2mT and 1mT, respectively [16]. In terms of human health, it is important not to exceed these limit values. In addition, electromagnetic fields have negative effects on electronic devices in working environments.

In this context, magnetic field analyzes were carried out in order to examine the magnetic field density values occurring around the conductors in cable and busbar structures.

In order to compare cable and busbar applications according to the same criteria, the method in IEC 61439-6 standard, which is used for experimental measurement of magnetic field values around busbar systems, has been simulated. Accordingly, magnetic field values were calculated at the points determined in five different measuring axes, namely A, B, C, D and E. In these calculations, IEC 62110 standard is taken into consideration for the cable system and IEC 61439-6 standard for the busbar system [17, 18].

According to these considered standards, the origin of the axis sets for both systems are placed in the middle of a secondary circuit of the models. Total measurement distance is defined as 750 mm, which starts from 450 mm distance to the axis origin and continues up to 1200 mm for five directions explained in Figure 9. Axis sets and the magnetic field distributions around cable and busbar systems are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11.
Figure 9. Analyzed axis system for cable and busbar model.

Figure 10. Magnetic field density distributions occurring on the axes for the cable system.
In the analysis, the maximum density of the magnetic field occurring over a period was examined. Maximum magnetic field densities occurring on all axes are shown in Figure 12 depending on the axis distance for cable and busbar applications. In addition, it is assumed that there is no metal equipment that will affect the magnetic field distribution around the cable and busbar structure.

The maximum magnetic field density at 450 mm distance has obtained as 114 $\mu$T and 30 $\mu$T for the cable and busbar systems, respectively. Although the values obtained for both structures are within the allowed limits, it is seen that the highest magnetic field density value calculated for the cable structure is 3.8 times higher than the busbar structure.

The obtained values are directly related to the distance of the conductors in the modeled cable and busbar systems to the measurement points starting from 450 mm. As can be seen from Figure 9, the cable conductors that make up the cable structure are closer to the measuring distance starting from 450 mm, especially in the A, B, D and E axes, compared to the busbar conductors. This results in much higher magnetic field intensity over the entire measuring distance starting at 450 mm for the cable system without any shielding. For the busbar structure, in addition to the greater distance of the busbar conductors to the measuring distance, the aluminum body surrounding the busbar conductors undertakes the task of shielding and reduces the magnetic field intensity value formed around the busbar structure.

The magnetic field intensity value formed around the conductors decreases depending on the distance for cable and busbar structures. However, it can be clearly seen that, calculated maximum field density values for cable system are higher than the busbar structure in all directions.
Figure 12. Maximum magnetic field densities occurring on all axes.

6. Conclusion
In this study, a comparison of parallel cable and busbar systems for low voltage power distribution application between a multi-winding transformer and a 12-pulse converter circuit is given.

Although power distribution with cable systems is widely carried out in energy systems, it is seen that the imbalance in current distribution between parallel conductors established especially in case of high current carrying reaches very high values when phase sequence, transpose, and shield grounding are not taken into consideration. In the performed analyzes for the application examined in this study, it was determined that the current imbalance between parallel cables was at the level of 17%.

For this application, the situation of power distribution with busbar system in accordance with the standards was evaluated and a design in this direction was realized. In the analyzes conducted for this design, it was determined that the current imbalance between the parallel busbar conductors is at a negligible level. This shows that the above-mentioned issues that should be considered for cable systems are no longer important.

In addition, magnetic field intensity values around the conductors for cable and busbar systems were investigated. Although results are similar to the studies in which busbars are examined in the literature, it is seen that the magnetic field density value around the conductors decreases by 73.7% compared to the cable application in case power distribution is carried out with busbar conductors.
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